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transferred departments, where not only is there Rule 49 but also the power in the Governor to act otherwise than on the advice of his ministers. There it has been possible to take over the administration of .all transferred subjects, but I do not think the Constitution contemplates, or that it is practicable, to take over a single subject; but I am not sure on this point.
 71.	Why should not he leave  Education  alone
because he wants to deal with Law and Order ?—
Yes, possibly the present distinction between trans
ferred and reserved subjects might be respected, so
as   to  leave   some  subjects   similar  to   transferred
subjects with the provincial Government, but even
these might be the occasion of the disturbance of
law and order which necessitated this special action.
 72.	The Chairman :   We have got to be a little
precise about this matter, and I am not sure I have
quite understood your last reference to the present
statutory provisions.    You know them very well;
just tell me if I have got them right.    I understand
the   present   statutory   provision   which   may   be
vaguely described  as  suspending the ordinary  ad
ministration is of this sort.    In Section 52 you have
a provision  that  the  Governor  of  a  province  in
relation to transferred subjects may disregard the
advice of his' ministers  and  require  action to   be
taken otherwise than in accordance with that advice
if he thinks necessary, and that is all ?—Yes.

 73.	Then you have a further proviso that if, owing
to a vacancy  (this was the  Bengal  case), there is
no minister to administer a transferred subject, the
Governor may temporarily administer the transferred
subject;  but there is nothing more, is there ?—No.
 74.	That is all it is.    The Bengal case was a case,
if I remember aright, in Lord Lytton's time, when
(for special  reasons  into  which  we  need  not  go)
there was no minister holding the office, and con
sequently,   it   being   a   transferred   department—
education, I think—Lord Lytton for the time being
was his own minister, so to speak.    The only other
instance I know of at the moment in the statute
book is that in relation to transferred subjects the
Governor may if he thinks sufficient cause for it
exists dissent from his ministers and act otherwise
than as they advise ;   but do you think that kind
of provision could have in practice application to
the case of Law and Order ?    I am not quite clear
what   the   Governor   could   do ?—(Mr.   Dunnett) :
When I perhaps rather hastily used the words " the
" suspension of the constitution "  I had in mind
really not so much this  question as the fact that
the constitution does permit of suspension because
the transfer is  made  under  rules  which  may  be
altered.
 75.	The  Chairman:   Does  not that involve not
only drawing up new rules but laying them before
the British Parliament ?—I am not sure about these
particular rules.    (Mr. Haig) :   Just to clear up the
position, I might read from Devolution Rule 6, which
authorises the  Governor-General in Council " with
" the previous sanction of the Secretary of State in
" Council to revoke or suspend for such period as
" he may consider necessary the transfer of all or
" any provincial subjects in any province, and upon
such revocation  or  during  such  suspension   the " subjects shall not be transferred subjects."
 76.	That is Devolution Rule 6 ?    I missed that
—Yes, that is Rule 6.
 77.	I am obliged to you.     Mr.  Dunnett   what
you are referring to is that the Rules themselves
are capable of being altered ?—(Mr. Dunnett) :  Yes
really Mr. Haig took the point I had at the back of
my head.    But there is a power of suspension, sir.
I am afraid that is not an answer to your question
The question was whether this power of the Governor
to reject the advice of his ministers might be made
applicable to the case of Law and Order if transferred ?
78.	What occurs to me is this.    As long as you
have got the provincial government in. two parts
the Governor and his colleagues on the reserved side
as well as bis colleagues on the transferred side, I
 can understand the arrangement, a practical arrangement whereby if the advisers on the transferred side in extreme cases disregard his advice the Governor has other instruments through whom he can act. If you are going to have all the departments transferred, I am not at present quite clear as to what is meant in practice by saying that the Governor might be given power by rule to act himself. How could he act ?—(Mr. Haig) : He will have the machinery. (Mr. Dunnett) '. The case is different of course. In the case where he simply rejects the advice of ministers and orders action to be taken otherwise than on that advice, then I presume he does it through the ministers' machinery. It is accepted as the order of the Government and carried out in the ordinary way. In the case where there is a suspension and therefore no ministers, I imagine the arrangement would provide for the continuance of the service acting under the orders of the Governor as in the past before suspension they had been acting under the orders of the minister.
 79.	Major   Attlee :     You   axe   contemplating   all
through that the trouble likely to arise is a sudden
outburst or something of that sort ?—No.
 80.	It rather suggests to my mind that supposing
you had such a letting down of the police force the
Governor   would   find   the   weapon   broken   in   his
hands.    Is   that   not   a   possibility ?    The   council
might refuse to vote the money ?—That raises the
whole question of intervention for the general pur
pose of the maintenance of provincial standards, and
I think, sir, that would require rather an elaborate
description.
 81.	The Chairman :   It is useful to hear that, and
I should be very grateful indeed to have light thrown
on it.—Perhaps my idea would be clearer if I take
the  present  case  of  the  transferred  subjects.    To
my mind  it is not perhaps inaccurate to say that
the control of the Government of India over trans
ferred subjects administration—I am referring to the
exercise of Rule 49—is for one purpose only, that
is  to  say,   for  the   protection  of  extra  provincial
jurisdiction.    I think the common feature of these
provisions is the protection of jurisdiction which is
not that of a province.    The maintenance of stand
ards of good administration in transferred  depart
ments in my view is entrusted not to the Government
of  India who has no concern -with it but to the
Governor under this section 52 interpreted in terms
of his instrument of instructions.

 82.	Sub-section 3 ?—Sub-section 3—the power to
disregard the advice.    He works that in the spirit
of  his Instrument of  Instructions  in which   he  is
charged with maintaining good standards of adminis
tration,   financial   stability,   financial   probity,   co
operation and goodwill among all classes and creeds,
absence of monopoly, and so on.    The Government
of  India  does  not  concern  itself with  transferred
departments for these purposes in order to maintain
provincial  standards.    That  is  the   control  of  the
Governor.    Now,  if we presume that  Police  were
completely transferred, that is to say, that there is
no power in the Government of India to superintend,
direct and control the provincial administration of
Law and Order, then I think the effect would be
that the Central Government would be concerned
only  in  protecting  these "external   jurisdictions  or
such interests as the Secretary of State had in the
services or settling disputes between provinces.    It
would not be the Central Government's concern even
if the standards of efficiency of police administration
declined.
 83.	Major Attlee :   Not even if it affected central
subjects like Railways and so on ?—Then of course
that will be the protection of outside jurisdiction.
But generally as a matter of simple standards of
provincial  administration,  on the  analogy  of  the
transferred departments now, the Central Govern
ment would not be interested.    Have I made my
point, sir ?
The Chairman:   I think you have.—In Education, to my view the Central Government would not be

